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From the Rabbi
Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin

Thou Shalt Not Be Comfortable
I miss Mishkan T’filah, our Shabbat siddur. I cannot wait to return to the sanctuary, so that it might
inspire us once again.
My favorite prayer is the one that begins: “Disturb us, Adonai, ruffle us from our complacency…”
So, let me invite you into my own prayer life, as I read and re-read that prayer text.
Disturb us. Make us uncomfortable. Ruffle us – as a parent playfully ruffles the neatly-combed hair of
a child. Do not let us bathe in the warm waters of comfort – at least, not yet.
“Make us dissatisfied.”
In a world of want, how can we desire anything less than satisfaction?
But, Adonai, the world is not what it should be. Do not permit us an ounce of satisfaction with the world
as it is, and with America as it is, and with this nation as it now is.
“Dissatisfied with the peace of ignorance, the quietude which arises from a shunning of the
horror, the defeat, the bitterness and the poverty, physical and spiritual, of humans.”
Our own heedless needs for perpetual comfort and entertainment blocks our ears and our souls. Let us
battle against the tendency to not see the social and economic defeat that is the lot of so many of Your
children. Let us not turn aside from the poverty that cripples Your children. Make us dissatisfied.
Shock us, Adonai, deny to us the false Shabbat which gives us the delusions of satisfaction
amid a world of war and hatred;
Even as we say Shabbat shalom, let us not allow the vision of an eternal Shabbat delude us into
thinking that such a Shabbat is already here.
Wake us, O God, and shake us from the sweet and sad poignancies rendered by half-forgotten
melodies and rubric prayers of yester years;
Nostalgia is not what it used to be. Liberate us, Eternal One, from a Judaism of mere memory.
Make us know that the border of the sanctuary is not the border of living and the walls of Your
temples are not shelters from the winds of truth, justice and reality.
When we return to our building, let us remember that a synagogue must have windows -- so that we
can see outside, beyond our sight lines, beyond our comfort zones.
Disturb us, O God, and vex us; let not Your Shabbat be a day of torpor and slumber; let it be a
time to be stirred and spurred to action.
In these weeks that lead us to Pesach, let us rejoice in the sweetness of the haroset, served at our
individual family tables that hunger for more people to sit around them. Let us also find challenge in the
maror, the bitterness that we taste – and the broken matzah, which reminds us that the world is not yet
whole.
Let us resolve – not to be falsely comfortable, but to bring comfort to those who need it the most.
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From the President
Marty List

A Fresh Start
The meaning and message of Passover feels even more relevant this year. The story of Passover
reminds us of the oppression the Jewish people endured as slaves, the struggle for our freedom and
then the path toward redemption in the promised land. Our Seder this year is the second Passover
that we will be observing without our friends and family. For most of us, our loved ones won’t be
joining at our tables as we retell the Passover story. Covid’s oppressive environment with its
restrictions and isolation has caused many of us to experience stress and anxiety and we long for a
time when we can be together again.
We can now visualize our path to greater freedom. At Temple Israel, we have created a special
committee of lay leaders and physicians who will use the CDC, Palm Beach County Health
Department and other guidelines to develop specific protocols for staging the re-opening of our
campus. Our goal is to have in-person services, life-cycle and other programs again in as safe a
manner as possible. Of course, we will need to limit our participation numbers in the near term and
each of us will need to follow restrictions and prudent safeguards if we choose to attend in-person,
but we are currently looking to begin the partial re-opening of Shabbat services in April.
Fortunately, we are at the stage of this pandemic where we are seeing progress – more and more
people are receiving vaccinations and cautiously going beyond their four walls. Voluntary isolation
hasn’t been easy for most of us but, while we cannot compare our loneliness and frustration to those
who have been directly impacted by this virus, we should be thankful that we are survivors. As
always, please contact the Temple Israel office if you are in need of a listening ear or advice on
where to turn for additional help.
The Haggadah says, “This year we are enslaved – next year we will be free.” At Temple Israel, we
are getting closer to our freedom every day and I look forward to seeing everyone again, in-person.
In the interim, may this pandemic continue to pass over us and may you have the best possible
Passover this year.

A PASSOVER SEDER… AND DINNER TOO!
At Temple Israel, we want our TI Family to enjoy their Passover seder
and we’re doing everything possible to help. This year we are offering
our Second Night Community Seder via Zoom, using the Mishkan
HaSeder Reform Haggadah which you can either download or watch
on our shared screen. But more so, we’re offering you an optional prepared
seder plate and dinner too!
We’re also offering a prepared delicious dinner which our members can order and pick-up before
their seder. Different selections are available for the entrée and side dishes, and all orders
include seder plate items! Members, please see the Order Form insert in this Koleynu and
emailed to you. Orders due by March 15th. We hope to see you at our Community Seder too!

+
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From the Executive Director

Karen Szteinberg, Temple Administrator/Executive Director

As I walked into the office the other day, Michele was discussing a yahrzeit observance with a
member, Rabbi Salkin was starting a Zoom meeting and Jocelyn was printing out over 200 member
statements. Jackie was getting ready to review technical aspects of the Purim play with me and
Earnton was sanding an exterior area to patch and repaint. I picked up my messages, took my
temperature and squirted Purell into my hand. It was a routine day.
But what is currently “routine” is far from Temple Israel life prior to Covid-19. Our newest staff may
recognize voices on the phone, see faces in a 2”x2” Zoom box and know member addresses, but
they have never seen our volunteers busily labelling the Koleynu in our Conference Room, never
heard laughter at our Oneg, haven’t seen our Greeters’ smiles as members and guests enter, and
have not yet experienced the personal warmth and camaraderie at services. Boy, do I miss that.
I often tell prospective members that I am not a salesperson and I do not sell membership, and this
is completely true. Temple Israel has a product that is far superior than most others and if someone
is looking for Reform Judaism, then it’s an easy choice. It’s not just our modern campus with its
inviting courtyards, breathtaking views and beautiful sanctuary. It’s not just the interesting programs
we offer. And it’s not just the realistic cost of the financial commitment. It’s the people who make
Temple Israel what we are – altruistic, caring and friendly members of our TI family.
I can tell you stories of what our members have done for each other in the last few months that will
bring a tear to your eye… and yet told to me in confidence. Still, they are stories of constant checkin phone calls or home visits, food deliveries, driving members to their physicians, giving a loan,
paying for someone’s TI commitment, and even purchasing phones and computers for those less
fortunate members. This is from their hearts, individuals giving of themselves and their resources
without any obligation or remuneration
The story of Passover is one of being enslaved, surviving plagues, fighting to be free… and we have
all felt that very same suffication this year. But in history it took us over 400 years to escape and 40
years to get to Canaan to be free. Today we are fortunate to have endured our confinement to a
much shorter time and we are blessed to have remained bonded together, albeit with distance and
often remotely. We have stuck by one another and our temple, and we are finally on the right path
to reopening our doors (safely of course.)
I can’t wait to welcome my TI family home again and to thank you in-person for your support!
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Religious School

Jackie Klein, Religious School & Youth Programming Director

Purim has just passed.
Purim was the last Jewish holiday that we experienced in pre-Covid times. In some ways, this is freeing,
because there is less unknown after this.
It is also yet another reminder that we are still not out of this pandemic. We hope that our government
leaders are correct in that we will all be able to receive a vaccination by the summer. However, this
though does not mean everything will be the same as it was pre-Covid.
In many ways, we have a new normal and I think only a few people believe it will ever truly be the same.
Hopefully for at least a while we will continue to wear a mask, including to cover the nose, and some may
even be wearing two masks. There are still mutations to worry about and all the potential long-term
effects of this insane and unprecedented year.
As we move forward to our second cycle of pandemic holidays with Passover this month, I can't help but
think of the Israelites as newly freed slaves. There was so much that they didn't know about being freed
and surviving in the desert. And in life – then and now – mishaps happen. Every day is not always going
to be perfect, but there are perspectives to consider. The Israelites wandering in the desert as free men
for a 40 year journey was significantly better than their toiling as slaves for centuries. Each day starts a
new one with a new delivery of Manna from the heavens to eat. Each day starts with a new opportunity to
explore a life of freedom. In current times, we've spent the last year troubleshooting and forging forward
with every holiday and new occurrence.
Perhaps the bud to restart our pandemic holiday cycle anew stems from our being comfortable. With a
full year of holidays behind us, we are no longer triaging; we are able to create and enrich our days based
on what we have already learned. We can now be creative, enhance what we enjoyed last year and
focus on the holidays rather than the worry or needing to revamp our traditional models.
I wish you all a Zissen v' Kasher Pesach. May we all be blessed with the ability to look at this new
experience with fresh eyes, as we are commanded to each year for the Passover Seder, as if we too were
slaves in Egypt and are being freed.

SISTERHOOD SHABBAT

Our Sisterhood Shabbat on February 12th was a heartwarming celebration featuring Jewish women
throughout history with bios and quotes. Many thanks to Jane Herring, Judy Preefer and Lisa Small for
organizing this event, Rabbi Salkin and Peri Smilow for incorporating it into the service, Karen
Szteinberg for the final details, and our wonderful Sisterhood readers: GeeGee Eisenberg; Samantha
Feuer and Sophia; Ellen Goldenson; Jane Herring; Debbie Hirsch; Lynn Levy; Karen List; Irma Morris;
Janice Rosenberg; and Lisa Small, Aiden and their family.
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President’s Circle

Michael and Amy Jonas, Co-chairs

We hope that our President’s Circle members will be able to join us for another wonderful Virtual
Wine Reception with Master Sommelier, Rebecca Fineman. This special event for members of the
President’s Circle will take place on Wednesday, April 14th, preceding the Temple’s 8pm program
“A Chat with the Stars of the Hit Television Show ‘Fauda’”. The reception will start at 6:30pm,
providing us an hour or so to enjoy each other’s company and Rebecca’s expertise while still
having a brief break before the “Fauda” program begins. We view the reception and subsequent
program as a truly delightful “complete evening” and encourage all PC members to take advantage
of being entertained by both.
Those at the Temple who had the opportunity to meet Rebecca Fineman at the November
reception already know about her impressive bio and how fortunate we are to have her joining us
again. For those not familiar with her, here are a few highlights: In 2017, Rebecca attained the
coveted distinction of Master Sommelier, becoming the 25th woman in the world to achieve this title.
* Grew up in NY state and was raised Jewish * Studied Music and Anthropology at Pomona
College in California * Spent a semester abroad in Haifa studying Archeology * Followed college
with a Fulbright year in South Korea * Continued to graduate school combining her interest to study
Ethnomusicology at the University of Hawaii * Is currently the Wine Director and managing partner
at Ungrafted, a wine-focused restaurant in San Francisco which she runs with her husband.
In November, Rebecca spoke about the history of winemaking in Israel and the making of kosher
wine. She then guided us through the tasting of a Kosher Bordeaux style red blend from the Tzora
region. At our April reception, the focus will be on white wines and appreciating their complexities.
As before, the featured bottle that we will experience together will be hand-delivered to all PC
members at their Florida address.
This wine reception is an exclusive event for President’s Circle members. If you are not already a
supporter at one of the PC levels, we hope that you will consider increasing your 2021 annual
commitment and becoming one. Remember, membership in the President’s Circle is inclusive of,
and not in addition to, your annual commitment. Every year, the President’s Circle plays a vital role
in the Temple’s ability to serve our congregation and community. The challenges brought on by the
pandemic have made the importance of the President’s Circle even greater this year. Please take
this opportunity to reflect on your capacity to help the President’s Circle have the greatest impact.
If you need any additional information about how you can join this group of very special Temple
members, please speak with Karen Szteinberg or call one of us directly on our cell phone: Amy
(561) 714-9000 or Michael (561) 714-9001
We hope to see you at the Winetasting Reception on April 14th. We look forward to raising a glass
with you and together toasting Temple Israel’s future.
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The Mussar Moment
Barry Horowitz, M.D.

I find myself being more patient these days. If I am at a restaurant (outside, of course) and the
service is slow or if the ability to speak to someone from Comcast is mired in the auto attendant, I
do not feel the same blaze inside that I might have pre-Covid. Maybe it’s because these things
don’t seem quite as important as they once did. Or maybe it’s because I can more easily come out
of myself and open my heart to the other person that might be struggling.
But mostly, I think it’s because I am more keenly aware of how little impact I have on what goes on
around me and that there are many forces in the universe that I simply cannot control. Of course
we are not totally powerless, but it is important to sort out what is actually within our power and
what is not. The remarkable thing is that in both cases, we are better off to be patient—patient with
the things that are within our control to change, and patient with those that aren’t.
In the classic Mussar text, Chesbon ha-Nefesh, Rabbi Mendel of Satanov teaches us: “As
concerns those serious incidents which come upon us unavoidably and which we were powerless
to prepare for or which we could not deal with once they transpired, God has provided us with a
remedial regimen—patience.” So how do we accomplish this?
It’s so much better to be able to catch our impatience as it is arising, and to nip it in the bud. We
make a first move in this direction by developing more awareness of the telltale signs of impatience
right in the instant that they begin to stir. The practice is to witness and name the feelings just as
they come up. You will then hold open at least a tiny crack through which the light of
consciousness can still shine, and if you can do that, impatience is suddenly no longer so certain to
rule, despite the fact that the triggering problem remains.
As Alan Morinis notes: “In those moments when I am good at being patient, I restore myself to the
here and the now despite pressures to go somewhere else. I reduce my straining against reality. I
return myself to a middle path, not leaning to the one extreme of being inactive and fatalistic—
because that way I err by negating the powers I have been given, limited though they might be—
nor veering to the other extreme, where impatience, chaos and destruction reign.”
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Temple Israel Sisterhood

Deborah Hirsch, Communications Vice President
Join us for Baubles, Bangles & Beads on Sunday, March 14 at 1 p.m. Jewelry-maker extraordinaire
Pam Wiener will lead us in crimping and beading our own bracelets. The jewelry kits are $25 and
include all materials, including a clasp. Needle nose pliers are required; if you don’t have it,
Sisterhood will include one with your kit for an additional $5. Pick up your materials at the TI parking
lot on Sunday, March 7 from 12-1 p.m. For more information and to RSVP, please contact Jennifer
Strauss at jennifer.strauss23@gmail.com or 561-847-6631.
February was a busy month for Sisterhood. Thanks to Rabbi Salkin and Peri Smilow for leading our
special Sisterhood Shabbat service February 12, chaired by Lisa Small, Judy Preefer and Jane
Herring. Thanks also to Ibby Lucas for leading us in a delicious rugelach baking on February 21. In
celebration of the joyous holiday, we also provided Mishloach Manot (Purim baskets) filled with
goodies to our fellow TI members. Thanks to Ellen Goldenson for chairing and Brotherhood for
helping to sponsor the Purim project.
Save the Dates:


Sunday, April 11, TI’s annual Mitzvah Day returns! Contact Jane Herring at Jhc48@yahoo.com
for more information.



Sunday, April 18, turn your Sunday into a Zen Day as we take a self-guided tour of the beautiful
Morikami Japanese Gardens. An optional post-tour lunch is available outdoors on the Museum
Café’s patio. The entry cost is $14; $13 for ages 65 and older; due April 9. Contact Michell
Escobar at beanerymom@yahoo.com or (469) 360-6488 to reserve your spot. Payable via
check, Venmo, Zelle or Cash App. If anyone would like to carpool, let Michell know and she will
organize a hub that meets at the Hilton Hotel just off I-95 at Southern Boulevard.

All female members of Temple Israel are automatically Sisterhood members. However, Supporting
Members go the extra mile in helping to expand our programming. If you aren’t already, please
consider becoming a Supporting Member for only $36. Simply send your check (indicating
Sisterhood in the memo line) to the temple office or include it with your next statement payment.
WE RACED FOR THE CURE TOGETHER!

On Saturday, January 30th, the Temple Israel TaTa
Society gathered together virtually for the Komen Race for
the Cure.
As of mid-February, our team raised over $6700, putting
us in 5th place for non-corporate fundraising. Karen List
ranked #6 overall in individual fundraising, Sherri Gilbert at #25 and Patti
Abramson at #33. Way to go!

Karen List, Sherri Gilbert

A big thank you to our 21 team members and the many TI members who donated. Our team page
including donor names can be viewed on the KomenFlorida.org webpage.
The overall event has raised approximately $320,000, but every bit helps as we still need to find a cure
for breast cancer. Your donations provide screenings, education and other care services in our local
community, as well as groundbreaking national research toward the goal of "a world without breast
cancer." Fundraising for this particular event ends March 1st but you can still donate to this incredible
cause! Contact Sherri Gilbert at slg19@juno.com for more information.
March 2021
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Social Action

Mary Arpe and Terry Resk, Co-Chairs
DO SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF!
Make 2021 the year to treat yourself. Want something better than a day at the spa or tickets at the
50 yard line? I promise you the best way to feel that good is to do something for someone else!
I experienced this phenomenon first hand in December when TI members jumped on short notice
and made 250 boxed meals to be delivered on Christmas Day to those who otherwise may not
have had a holiday meal. Not only were they delivered to the church where people could pick them
up, but our members then delivered some to county parks where homeless people did not hesitate
to show their appreciation.
On top of that, when CROS Ministries contacted us for supplies for the food pantry, we compiled
over 200 pounds of provisions on very short notice.
Helping with that effort gave me such a high that I finally remembered to do something that I had
been reading about for years – at a few stores, I “paid it forward” and just paid for the people
checking out behind me. I wasn’t shopping at Tesla dealerships, and we are talking about nominal
sums of money, but when the people behind me then turned around and paid for the people behind
them, it is no exaggeration to say that I felt a real sense of euphoria all day.
I share this with you only so that you know that you don’t need to spend a lot of money or do
anything over the top (“now you tell me,” say the people who made 60 sandwiches on Christmas
Day). But DO SOMETHING – if not for others, then for yourselves. If not just because it will make
you feel good, then because it will be exemplifying Jewish values:
The highest level of tzedakah, exceeded by none, is that of the person who assists a
poor person by providing him with a gift or loan or by accepting him into a business
partnership or by helping him to find employment – in a word, by putting him where
he can dispense with other people's aid.
Mishnah Torah 10:7-14.
Looking for opportunities? Contact Melissa Hudson at Melissa.hudson@jewishpalmbeach.org;
Juanita Goode at CROS Ministries (jgood@crosministries.org); or Lavette or Rick at St. George
(info@saintgeorgecenter.org/818-7161). Tell them Temple Israel sent you! ☺
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Rugelach from the Heart
On Sunday, February 21st, Ibby Lucas taught us how to bake her family recipe for rugelach and it
was amazing – both the class and treat! Many thanks to our Sisterhood for creating this delightful
program… especially to Michell Escobar for organizing the event, Jennifer Strauss for her graphic
skills and Zoom hosting, Beryle Goverman for assisting in the kitchen, and of course Ibby Lucas who
graciously opened her kitchen and heart to our congregation (and who gave goody bags of rugelach
to our staff!)

TEMPLE ISRAEL’S PURIM SPIEL
Bravo! Encore! Applause!

On February 26th, as we celebrated Purim together with the reading of the
Megillah, members of our choir and congregation also put on a Purim Spiel:
“Esther: A Persian Musical”. What an incredible job they did, entertaining us
with songs and laughter, Hamilton-style. Much appreciation goes to Jackie
Klein for organizing and coordinating this production, Carol Anne Albee for her
technical skillset and creating the videos, Karen Szteinberg for her detailed
guidance and Rabbi Salkin for incorporating the spiel into our service.
Heartfelt thanks to our amazing cast – Patti Abramson (Esther); Charlie Eaton
(King Achashverosh); Marty List (Mordechai); Peri Smilow (Vashti); Fred
Weissman (Haman); Samara Vilca, Julio Suarez and Sophia Feuer (multiple
roles); and featuring Alex Galetska and Maggie Douglas. What an incredibly
fun (and funny) night at Temple Israel!

Jackie pic here

Jackie, Peri, Fred, Charlie, Patti
Marty, Sophia, Alex, Maggie, Samara, Julio

March 2021
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Mishloach Manot
The mitzvah of giving mishloach manot (“sending of portions” or Purim baskets) derives from the
Book of Esther and ensures that food will be plentiful for the Purim feast, spreading love and
friendship among the Jewish people and their neighbors.
On February 21st, our Sisterhood and Brotherhood generously sponsored Temple Israel’s Mishloach
Manot with wonderful well wishes for a joyous Purim. Chaired by Ellen Goldenson, baskets were
assembled with the assistance of Michell Escobar, Beryle Goverman, Jane Herring, Lynn Levy and
Janice Rosenberg; groggers were donated by Lori Ackerman; appreciation goes to Lori Ackerman
and Karen List for making the bows; and many thanks to Valerie and Charlie Eaton as well as our
Sisterhood and Brotherhood volunteers for behind-the-scenes and distributing the baskets in-person
in our temple parking lot as well as to members’ homes.

The afternoon included a food drive collection which will be given to our community with much
appreciation to Terry Resk for coordinating this.
Kol Ha’Kavod to all those involved in bringing us some delicious treats and sunshine!
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE: HELP US HELP YOU
WHAT’S YOUR INTEREST?
THERE ARE ALWAYS UNDERWRITING OPPORTUNITIES!

OPPORTUNITY
AHEAD

Do you have a specific interest and want to help us achieve a goal? Do you have an
idea or program you’d like to see come to fruition and are willing to underwrite it? Or
perhaps underwrite one of our existing programs or events?

Fred Apel did just this recently – by offering to underwrite our Zoom accounts for the

year! Zoom is just one of the many added expenses that we’ve had to incur due to Covid and
we are so grateful for Fred’s help in covering this!

Please consider joining Fred with an underwriting opportunity… perhaps holiday expenses,
member engagement activities, enhancements to our A/V system, additional expenses related
to our re-opening or to co-sponsor our Fauda event. And if you wish to dream bigger with us,
we can discuss that too!
Let us know what interests you! Contact our Administrator/Executive Director Karen Szteinberg
at (561) 833-8421 or karen@temple-israel.com to discuss opportunities that are available at any
level. Help us help you!

March 2021
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as of 2-19-2021

We appreciate the thoughtfulness of
those who support Temple Israel by
remembering and honoring their friends
and loved ones through their generous
contributions.

GENERAL DONATION

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE

Amy & Don Carter
on their marriage
Patti & Larry Abramson
Fred Apel
Gee Gee & Jim Eisenberg
Judy & Alan Shuster
Mary Arpe & Michael Gelfand
on the marriage of their daughter
Sarah to Scott
Gee Gee & Jim Eisenberg
Ellen Goldenson
Ellen Morris & Richard Green
Karen & Marty List
on the birth of their granddaughter
Sophie Cameron List
Gee Gee & Jim Eisenberg
Sherri Gilbert
Marcia Stiles
Peri Smilow
Marcia Stiles

Karen & Marty List
on the birth of their granddaughter
Sophie Cameron List
Eunice & Jim Baros
Amy & Don Carter
on their marriage
Eunice & Jim Baros

In Honor of:

In Memory of:

Rhoda Cole
Fruema Klorfein
Susan Knauer
Zelda Mason
Cynnie List
Marcia Stiles
Charles Monashefsky
Zelda Mason
Ida Shapiro
Eileen & Rabbi Howard Shapiro
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
In Honor of:

Amy & Don Carter
on their marriage
Mary Arpe & Michael Gelfand
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In Honor of:

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
In Honor of:

Great Granddaughter
Be’ia James Apel
Fred Apel
SOCIAL ACTION FUND
In Honor of:

Mary Arpe & Michael Gelfand
on the marriage of their
daughter Sarah to Scott
Esther Perman
Ellie Shiffman’s Birthday
Deanna & Edward Roos
TREE OF LIFE FUND
In Honor of:

Amy & Don Carter
on their marriage
Amy & Michael Jonas
Karen & Marty List
Judy & Alan Shuster
VINEBERG FLORAL FUND
In Memory of:

Judy Feldmesser
Carol Hagstedt
Anne Goodman
Joanie & Murray Goodman

YAHRZEIT DONATIONS
In Memory of:

Nathan Abramson
Ruth Abramson
Robert Alexander
Cherri & Michael Alexander
David Aronberg
Sue & Harold Aronberg
Louis Blank
Bob Blank
Nancy Blanke
Joanne Leibovit
Frank Eaton
Valerie & Charlie Eaton
Marshall Frank
Shelia Lutin
Barbara Freenberg
Deanna & Edward Roos
Morton Gilbert
Sherri Gilbert
Elka Holuboff
Roberta Cirino
Bette Jagoda
Bryna & Alvin Jagoda
Eugene Jonas
Amy & Michael Jonas
Rita Naiman
Joanne Leibovit
Catherine Rankin
Barbara Willen
Madeline Roberts
Neil Roberts
Ruth Roberts
Neil Roberts
Samuel Roberts
Neil Roberts
Eugene Rosenfeld
Amy & Michael Jonas
Viola Rosenwasser
Lynn Ross Levy & Lee Levy
Burton Salkin
Ruth Salkin
Harold Sherman
Peter Sherman
A. Louis Sizeler
Marilyn & Sidney Lassen
Emanuel Steinberg
Nancy & Barry Horowitz
Deborah Webber
Deanna & Edward Roos
Morris Zamarin
Sherri Gilbert
Koleynu

2
2
3
4
7
8
8
9
10
11
11
11
14
16
18
19
19
19
20
22
24
25
25
25

Paul Cohen
Karen List
Fredric Fine
Chloe Duncan
Fruema Klorfein
Edward Elson
Bennett Harris
Joi Lynn Young
Deborah Hirsch
Lawrence Abramson
Barbara Thrasher
Elias Torres-Nussbaum
Meryl Tischler
Jane Warshaw
Nancy Schwartz
Rikki Bagatell
Gerard Belilty
Sherri Gilbert
Jonathan Horowitz
Roger Jacknin
Alexandra Skaletsky
Kate Frost
Blake Frost
Brian Haft

MAZEL TOV to…

Fred Apel on the birth of his great-granddaughter
Beia James on January 20th.
Karen & Marty List on the birth of their
granddaughter Sophie Cameron on February 1st –
named after our beloved Cynnie Listz”l – and to
Sophie’s parents Kate & Evan List.
Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin on the birth of his
granddaughter Amelia Grace on February 10th and to
Amelia’s parents Kyle & Samuel Salkin.
Honor a Loved One
with a Leaf on TI’s Tree
of Life
Leaves are available for
$180. Call the Temple
Office to learn more
about this wonderful way
to mark a special
occasion in your family’s
life. Leave a lasting
memorial for future
generations.

20 Karen & Marty List
21 Phyllis & Herb Siegel
30 Ellen & Bob Wacks

March 2021
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Thank you to our advertisers and Media Mavens
Call the Temple office at (561) 833-8421 to reserve your space.

18
16

Pray.

Connect.

Thrive.

Koleynu
Koleynu

MarchDecember
2021
2019

Pray.

Connect.

Thrive.
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“Zooming Out Of Egypt /
Zooming Into Freedom”
Join Us For Our 2nd Night of
Passover Community Seder
Sun., March 28th at 6pm
(via Zoom)

Members: Have An Easy & Zissen Passover This
Year By Ordering Your Seder Plate Items &
Meals Through Temple Israel (see insert)

